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The recent April release was again a highlight for Zooservis. Five of the six Czech bulls in the national 

DNA top-10 originate from the program of Zooservis & Partners, the project that the AI manages 

with a number of progressive Holstein breeders since 2013. A heifer from the same program – No-

Pe Eldorado Adele – attained the nr.2 Net Merit score of Europe. Notable successes then for this 

breeding company from the eastern Czech Republic – and time to get more closely acquainted.

Zooservis & Partners:  
The Main Source of Elite Czech 
Genetics in Short Order

who indicates that Czech farmers are paying 
more and more attention to their own total 
index (SIH). ‘In the past, they looked more to the 
TPI, but farmers have discovered that the SIH fits 
better with the circumstances on their farm. It 
is an economic index, based on the Czech set-
ting.’ The highest Czech bull based on gSIH is 
the earlier mentioned Vancouver, whose dam 
Sophia is the highest index cow on the Novak 
farm. As a two-year-old the Balisto daughter 
scored VG-87 and completed a first record of 
nearly 11,000 kg 4.0% 3.5%. The highest gTPI 
bulls also come from the Novak herd. They are 
the Superhero sons No-Pe Zekon (2786 gTPI, 930 
gNM) and No-Pe Zikmund (2780 gTPI, 956 gNM). 

Zikmund’s sister No-Pe Eldorado Adele displays 
2850 gTPI and 1069 gNM. Their shared dam is 
No-Pe Yoder Elena (see textbox). 

EXPORT
Individuals like Elena and Adele, and many other 
donors from the Zooservis & Partners program 
provide a splendid foundation to take the next 
step forward in Czech Holstein breeding. While 
exports are already growing significantly: from 
50,000 doses in 2016 to 85,000 doses in 2017 and 
expectations of 100,000 this year. Appearing on 
the face of Karel Novasad, as of yet, is a glimpse 
of satisfaction: ‘We have the fullest confidence 
that we will continue working together with the 
top Czech breeders, in order to further increase 
the export of Holstein genetics out of the Czech 
Republic together.’  l

of the Elsa family). Zack is owned by Zooservis, 
while brother Zadar was sold to the AI Jihocesky 
Chovatel. Also standing out in the top-10 are 
the Austrian sires Unique and Zach. The three 
year old Defender son Unique descends out of 
a Lexor granddaughter of Baxter Emily and is 
Zooservis’ most sold bull both domestically and 
abroad. Zach is a son of AltaSuperstar out of a 
full sister of Unique and was also born on the 
partner farm ZS Ostretin.

SIH-TPI-RZG
‘We prefer bulls that fit well within the Czech 
Republic, but also beyond. Bulls that besides SIH 
also score well for TPI and RZG,’ tells Novasak,  
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Zooservis
in the Czech Republic

• Established in 2007
• Located in Mankovice (eastern Czech Republic)
• Total number of bulls: 20
• Domestic semen sales: 50,000
• Export semen sales: 85,000
• Previous bestsellers: Omanoman, Perfect Aiko, 

O-Cosmopolitan, Snowfall
• Current domestic bestsellers: Ostretin Unique 

(Defender), Agras Uranus (Montross), Agras Thorn 
(Supersire)

• Current export bestsellers: Unique, Vysoka Valmont 
(AltaSpring), Omanoman 

• Current sires of sons: No-Pe Zekon (Superhero), No-Pe 
Zikmund (Superhero), Agras Zuma-Red (Salvatore), 
Royce (Roxy B), Hotspot-P (Superhero), S-S-I Benz 
(Franchise), Veelhorst-DG Casino (Charley) 

Defender son Ostretin Unique (front) and Montross son Agras Uranus are Zooservis’ most sold 
bulls. Unique – from the family of Tramilda-N Baxter Emily – scores well on various bases, improves 
components, provides slightly longer teats and transmits favourably for calving ease and bull 
fertility. Uranus – from the Welcome Colby Taya family – is a milk bull with strong type.

Karel Novasak: ‘We prefer to have 
bulls that work well both within 
and outside of the Czech Republic.’

NR.2 FOR NET MERIT
The nr.2 cow for Net Merit in Europe 
is on the farm of Peter Novak; No-Pe 
Yoder Elena, who is projected to pro-
duce 12,000 kg 4.1% 3.1% in her first 
lactation. Elena transmits strongly 
via sons and daughters. Besides the 
top index bull No-Pe Zikmund (a 
Superhero with 2780 gTPI and 956 
gNM) she has high sons sired by 
Blowtorch, Eldorado and Gym-
nast. Elena’s daughter by Eldorado 
(No-Pe Adele) has the nr.2 gNet 
Merit in Europe, while her Salvatore 
sister No-Pe Evita RC is popular for 
the Red Holsteins.

No-Pe Elena (Yoder).

this project, we wanted to be able to access elite 
genetics, in cooperation with the top breeders in 
the Czech Republic. It provides us the opportu-
nity to work with top donors, and we can show 
the world that such a small country with limited 
resources is able to create competitive genetics,’ 
says Karel, who indicates that the project offers 
advantages for all parties. ‘The partners provide 
the recipients, organize ET and raise bulls until 
they are six months old. Zooservis purchases the 
bulls for its breeding program and assists with 
selling bulls for other markets.’

5 IN THE TOP-10  
The success of the brand new Zooservis program 
is also visible in the current national ranking. 
Among the top-10 DNA sires based on gSIH, 
there are six Czech bulls, with five of them origi-
nating from the Zooservis & Partners project. 
The highest Czech DNA bull is No-Pe Vancouver, 
a Board son of No-Pe Balisto Sophia, from the 
Eroy family. From the same partner farm (Peter 
Novak) come the top-10 sires and full brothers 
No-Pe Zack and Zadar (Kerrigan-Bookem out 

confidence in genomics in the Czech Republic,’ 
says Karel, who considers the Elsas to be one 
of the most prominent cow families for his AI, 
together with the families of Tramilda-N Baxter 
Emily, Gen-I-Beq Goldwyn Secret, Windsor-
Manor Delight, UFM-Dubs Eroy, Morningview 
Madilyn, Lylehaven Lila Z and Ralma Juror Faith. 

BULL FERTILITY
‘We are looking for bulls with a balanced breed-
ing profile, descending from strong cow families, 
with special attention to outcross,’ says Novasad 
about the breeding goal of Zooservis. ‘Czech 
farmers want bulls with high production in com-
bination with good components. Within the 
type breakdown, they especially pay attention 
to teats. They need to be correctly placed and 
not too short.’ Bull fertility is also considered very 
important, shares Novasak. As such, Zooservis 
offers 15-17 million semen cells per straw. In 
addition, with the new barn, a lot of attention 
was paid to bull comfort, which according to 
Karel also has a positive impact on semen quality.

PARTNERS
In its early years, Zooservis purchased bulls 
through the regular trade channels, but that 
structure slowly changed. Especially because 
of the project Zooservis & Partners. The first 
embryos for this were purchased in 2013 and 
implanted on various partner farms; progres-
sive dairy farmers with good performance in 
the areas of production and reproduction. ‘With 

Karel Novasad remains his unpretentious 
self, even though he has every reason 
to be proud. Proud of his breeding com-

pany, Zooservis. Of the achievements of the 
young Czech AI that are increasingly standing 
out in international Holstein breeding. No, the 
euphoria is not discernible from his face. And 
that is probably typical for the man, who with a 
lot of knowledge and skill, and especially hard 
work, has built up the AI in Mankovice – close 
to Ostrava, in the eastern part of the Czech 
Republic. Novasad left Genoservis in 2007 
and started his own company (Zooservis). ‘We 
started with absolutely nothing and initially 
only sold imported semen,’ tells Karel, who later 
started purchasing and marketing bulls himself. 
Initially these were housed at other AIs, until in 
2015, they started using their own brand new 
facility. Barns with a limited capacity – 20 bulls 
– which is considered an advantage by Nov-
asad: ‘With the limited space, we are even more 
focused on quality.’ 

OMANOMAN
Among the bulls from the early years of Zooser-
vis are a number of well-known names, such as 
Perfect Aiko RC, Snowfall, O-Cosmopolitan and 
of course Omanoman. The latter, with more than 
100,000 doses sold, is the absolute bestseller of 
the company and descends from the combina-
tion Man-O-Man and RR Elisa (Shottle-Broeks 
Elsa). ‘Omanoman is still one of our most sold 
bulls for export, and in addition, has increased 
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(Picston Shottle)
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4 Morningview Super Ellie
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4 Farnear Ellie Elsa 
(Seagull-Bay Supersire)

t

4 No-Pe Elena
(Woodcrest Yoder)

At Agras Bohdalov – one of the farms 
with Zooservis & Partners – 800 Holsteins 
reach an average of 13,000 kg 3.7% 3.3%. 
Various bulls with the Agras prefix left for AI, 
including Agras Thorn, a Supersire son from 
the strong breeding Agras Amálka family.
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